
Products

Cleaning Station
with foam-gun, water hose, hose holder

Top-Equipment for your
Top-Cleaning Products

wall mountable hose holder in
polypropylen and holding
brackets in stainless steel

Art. Nr: 8015SK

Flexogen-water hose1/2 ",
6-layers, abrasive resistant,

chemical resistent, very flexible,
fixed snapp-on coupling,
for water faucets 3/4"

Art.Nr. 10-12050 = 15,20 Mtr.
Art.Nr. 10-12075 = 22,80 Mtr.

ABC Foam-Gun V8

Two models available:

a.) Model 201-8 with 1 Ltr. container

b.) Model 201-8/1 with 2 Ltr. container

Properties of V8:

+ Dosing head completely made from polymer plastics
+ 5-fold, adjustable proportioning via a control ring
+ Mix ratios are 1:10, 1:20, 1:32, 1:64, 1:128 and OFF
+ Exceptional resistance against acid and alkaline chemicals
+ Anti-siphon incorporated in the gun-handle
+ Chemical container with 1 or 2 Liter available
+ Spraying gun removeable via snap-on coupling for rinsing off with clear water

ABC-Schaumkanone V10

Two models available:

a.) Model 201-10 with 1 Ltr. container

b.) Model201-10/1 with 2 Ltr. container



Properties of V10:

+ Dosing head completely made from polymer plastics
+ 5-fold, adjustable proportioning via a control ring
+ Mix ratios are 1:3, 1:4, 1:6, 1:8, 1:10 and OFF
+ Exceptional resistance against acid and alkaline chemicals
+ Anti-siphon incorporated in the gun-handle
+ Chemical container with 1 or 2 Liter available
+ Spraying gun removeable via snap-on coupling for rinsing off with clear water

How does the foam-gun work ?

Special products like the foam-gun directly connected to the public water pipe produce a
cleaning foam. The water pressure sucks in the cleaning agent and air, both are being
mixed to a consistent foam, sprayed out via the spraying head and the foam wand. The
cleaning agent can also purposely and automatically be diluted via a built-in proportioner
so that the right mixture of chemical and water as foam can be chosen for the cleaning
application.


